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Abstract

Just as a rethinking of materiality and matter is underway across the academy, so the work of global governance seems increasingly to be turned over to the active ‘things’ of data. Case-by-case deliberation seems to have given way, frequently, to the definition of algorithmic instructions followed by a getting-out-of-the-algorithm’s-way. Data analytics and the lists they generate bear out this tendency across many fields (the algorithm itself being a list, perhaps an archetypal one). This proliferation of algorithms and lists, as regulatory devices and mechanisms for the exercise of public authority, is concerning for many. A frequent response entails the championing of transparency. Is it, however, in the direction of publicity and transparency that public international lawyers should incline their data- and list-related thinking? What might making these developments ‘public’ demand? To what extent might the ways of bringing-into-relation that lists and data analytics effect amount to juridical associations, or be experienced as such, and with what implications? This paper will reflect upon these questions with reference to a range of listed assemblages across the international legal field.
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There will be a light lunch at noon in the Centre lounge. All are welcome.
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